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Warage
Warage is the ultimate turn-based strategy card game: role
play, strategy and deck building merged together for endless
adventure.
Each Hero starts the game with 100 Hit Points (HP) and in order to
play any card you have to pay its cost in HP. During your round,
you can equip your Hero with the items you have in your hand of
cards, and you can attack your opponent(s) through Physical and
Magic Attacks.
This Edition comes with 4 pre-built decks that are ready-to-play
for 4 players. Or, create your Hero by choosing one of the Class
cards and one of the Race cards available and then construct your
deck (48+ cards) making selections from any of the more than 110
existing cards. Wow! Deck building and "RPG attitude" together .

. . Welcome to Warage!
“This is a competitive and robust pre-constructed deck game
where it is possible to play a quick and intense battle.”
-- Jon Beall, BGG.com

Game Components
4 pre-built decks of 50 cards each:
Human Warrior * Angel Paladin * Orc Warrior * Elf Mage
20 Season cards (4 x 5 each)
4 Dice
107 additional cards: equipment, amulet, spell, helper, flash
Rules and Beginners Guide
Bonus card sleeves

Game Designed by Luca Grasso & Pietro Puglisi
Published by District Games, Italy
Sold in USA by Eagle & Gryphon Games
Made in Poland
Players:
Playing time:
Age:
Case size:

2-4
30- 60 minutes
10 and up
6

Product Code:
UPC:
Size:
MSRP:

101443N
8057288010018
9.75” x 9.75” x 2”
$ 49.99

Target Audience:




Casual to advanced gamers
Fans of Deck building and Roll Playing games
Game and bookstore patrons

Core Information:





Lots of player interaction
Optional fast start with 4 pre-built decks
Variable player powers, partnerships, deck building, dice rolling
Exercises memory, advanced planning and flexible thinking
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